
 

We are a dynamic and innovative high-tech company and part of the Meinberg family. Our field of knowledge and work 

encompasses the technology necessary to implement highly accurate clock synchronization according to IEEE 1588 

Precision Time Protocol. This is a key technology for many fields of the industry. For example, telecommunication (e.g., 5G), 

finance (e.g., high frequency trading), audio and video broadcasting, power (e.g., smart grid), automotive and for various 

research endeavors (e.g., CERN). 

To bolster our software team, we are looking for additional 

C++ Software Developer (m/f/*) 

YOUR TASKS 

You will be part of a team that is continuously improving, extending, and assuring the quality of our world leading 

syn1588® PTP Stack for highly accurate clock synchronization. You will have the opportunity to extend your own 

knowledge and participate in international projects; the place of work will be Vienna.  

YOUR EXPERIENCE 

Do you have a good foundation in C++ and preferably existing knowledge in modern C++ (2011 and newer), C, 

Python, Perl, Groovy? 

Have you been developing applications and drivers for Windows and Linux based systems? 

Do you employ Git, Jenkins, Docker, CMake for your workflow? 

Do you have experience in the fields of network protocols and administration, clock synchronization (IEEE 1588, NTP), 

control loop and signal filter algorithms, modern API (e.g., gRPC)? 

Are you well versed in English for written and spoken technical discussions internally and with international partners 

and customers? 

If you can answer a fair amount of the above questions with yes and are motivated to learn the remaining fields, 

contact us! 

OUR OFFER 

We provide an invigorating environment where you can define, grow, and fill your own role in the team. We share and 

actively discuss technical decisions in and between the software, digital hardware, and PCB design teams. We employ 

a flexible working hour model. Home office and/or reduction of weekly hours is possible. The minimum salary for this 

position is EUR 2,212.44 gross per month based on full-time employment. However, we offer market-compliant 

payment, which is individually agreed depending on your qualifications and professional experience. Your application will 

of course be treated confidentially. 

We value open mindedness, teaching, learning, and team spirit. Age, gender, race, religion, mother tongue are features 

that we all have, are, or practice. We have no inclinations in these regards and expect the same from you. 

Please check for more details on our team spirit including all open positions at Oregano Systems - Jobs & Careers. 

For further information please contact Mr. Puhm phone +43 (676) 843104-360. 

We are looking forward to receiving your application via email puhm@oregano.at. 
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